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My 1st Toys

Motor Skills Cube 
21030093
Inside it are 12 brightly coloured 
little balls that make a funny  
noise. 10+ months
29,99$

Wooden blocks 50 pieces
036000-2226
The storage drum has holes in its lid to 
encourage children with shape and colour 
recognition. 1+ year
29,99$

Pet Vet Clinic
570BX1229
Includes: 2 cute plush  
patients with x-rays,  
1 slide-out exam table with 
vital signs display, 4 vet tools  
and more. 2+ years
59,99$

Bath Color Book
21040058
2 small crayons 
included. 10+ months
16,99$

Magnetixx 

Funny animals | Laura’s costumes
63481016|63481018
Open the storage case and simply place the 
magnetic parts to the board! Use your imagination 
or follow the 12 images to recreate. 3+ years
19,99$ each

Thinkling blocks
036000-2240
The 12 sound building blocks 
come in various shapes and 
colours. Includes 12 blocks.  
1+ year
29,99$

My Lacing 
shoe
63481027
Wooden made, 
it’s perfect to  
help practicing 
independence  
and fine motor 
skills. 3+ years 
19,99$

Made 
of wood!
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Drill’n Design 
Mosaic Art
63441011
Includes: 128 geometrical 
shapes, 50 screws and  
1 screwdriver. 3+ years
29,99$

3997$
sugg.5499$
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Construction fort
63461003
The possibilities are endless. Simply cover 
with a blanket or sheet (not included). 
Includes: 72 pieces. 5+ years
49,99$

Scooter ride-on Blue
892721006
For more realism, the scooter  
is fitted with a realistic front  
light, and a mechanical key.  
Height: 47.5 cm. 18+ months
99,99$

Jumping Animal Dino
21090023
Outdoor and indoor use. 100% PVC toy. 
Inflation system included. 10+ months
49,99$

Mosaic Puzzle Art
63441010
Follow the models or use your imagination. 
Several models included. 3+ years
25,99$

Magnetic Drawing Board
63481024
Children will be able to draw again and 
again in a environmentally friendly and 
mess-free way! 3+ years
29,99$

My First 
Bowling Set 
8 pieces 
63441043
Storage bag 
included. 18+ 
months
29,99$

Indoor | Outdoor  
Play Tent 
570BX2143
A perfect hideaway 
where lil’ ones can relax 
and read... And maybe, 
even catch some Zzzs. 
Dimensions: 50x50x44’’. 
18+ months
54,99$

4 colours!

Yayyyy!

260 pcs
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Let’s Pretend

Pretend make-up

Trista Styling head
743BD37966
Add some flair to that hair! 
Accessories included. 3+ years
54,99$

Hair Set 10 pieces
892320144
The hairdryer has sound and light 
functions like a real one! Pretend 
products only. 3+ years
27,99$

Tefal Studio  
Kitchen Bubble 
892311043
Magic Bubble: put the pot on the 
hob and the water is boiling! 28 
accessories included. Countertop 
height: 50.5cm. 3+ years
159,99$

Slice & share - Fruits or Vegetables 
63451019 | 63451018
3+ years
21,99$ each

Barber & Cut -  
Belt and accessories 
892320152
Everything for the little barber! 
Scissors, mechanical trimmer, 
cream, razor, mirror, electronic 
hairdryer and more! Pretend 
products only. 3+ years
39,99$

Cleaning Trolley  
& Vaccum Cleaner 
892330309
You can do the dusting, sweep, 
wash the sinks, or vacuum house’s 
floors. Thanks to the electronic 
vacuum cleaner! 3+ years
89,99$

Make up Set 7 pieces 
892320150
Includes a makeup case and 6 dummy 
accessories. 3+ years
21,99$

28 pcs

10 accessories

9 accessories
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BABY born - Magic Boy 
Doll 43 cm 
949827963
10 lifelike functions, all of which 
work without batteries! I can 
drink, I can wet my diaper, I can 
cry, I can eat, I can control my 
wee, I can control my poo, I’m 
fully bathable and I can sleep. 
3+ years
69,99$ each

BABY born -  
Magic Girl Doll 
43 cm 
949827956

*Doll not included

Rainbow Fun -  
Doll Umbrella 
stroller 
525T701021
It looks and works 
just like the real 
thing! Dimensions: 
18.50x10.83x21.46’’ 
(unfolded). 3+ years
21,99$

Rainbow Fun -  
Doll High Chair 
525T770021
Dimensions: 
12.4x11.22x22.44’’. 
3+ years
29,99$

Rainbow Fun -  
Deluxe Doll 
play yard 
525T760021
Folds up like a real 
play yard for easy 
storage and travel 
and fits into it’s own 
matching carry bag! 
3+ years
39,99$

Baby Annabell Little - Annabell Doll 36 cm  
949706466
Produced in easy fit style, the ABC outfit can be put on and taken 
off easily even by the smallest of hands. 1+ year
45,99$

Baby Nurse - Backpack 
892220364
Backpack with baby carrier and baby 
bottle holder integrated. Doll and other 
accessories not included. 3+ years
35,99$

Vanity Doctor 
892340100
Easy to carry thanks to its 
handle. 15 accessories 
included. 3+ years
35,99$

Laura Doll-Baby 
Words 30 cm 
816514-0010
Laura can pronounce  
24 baby sounds! 2+ years
27,99$

15 pcs

bah bah

24 baby sounds!
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Little Engineers

My First Railway 
Light Up Rainbow set  
63600200
The aim of the game is simple - light up the rainbow with all of its beautiful 
colours. To do so, just follow the blinking lights on the tracks with the little 
wooden train. Each time you correctly follow the lights through the cloud and 
complete the challenge, the rainbow will light up one of its four colours and a 
cute melody will play. Light up all the colours and you’ll be lucky enough to 
experience a playful song and light show. 18+ months
109,99$

Disney Princess : Sleeping 
beauty train  
63225700
Simply press down the chimney to start 
the battery train. Works with all other 
BRIO railway toys. 3+ years
69,99$

Cargo mountain set   
63601000
Each of the large mountain pieces offers customisable play 
features and can be modified to create open-ended train sets 
with different heights, layouts and functions. Make use of the 
reliable machinery, including a helicopter, cargo train with 
wagons and loading truck, to help traverse and manage this 
dangerous work site. 3+ years
329,99$

Constructor-Racer  
Engineering set 60 pieces    
026EK004-BD
60 plastic parts. Each set comes with the 
appropriate tools to assemble their Racer. 
5+ years
34,99$

Constructor-Formula 
1 Car Engineering set 
201 pieces    
026EK044-BD
201 metal parts. Each set comes 
with the appropriate tools to 
assemble their Formula 1 car.  
8+ years
35,99$

Constructor -  
Excavator  
Engineering  
set 256pcs    
026EK029-BD
256 metal parts. Each set 
comes with the appropriate 
tools to assemble their 
Excavator. 10+ years
35,99$

Play mat BRIO world   
63399400
Made of lightweight, non-toxic, soft foam that’s easy to clean. 3+ years
39,99$

Robot M.A.R.S.  
Converters Dino   
4224116-18
Fully articulated robot that turns 
into a dinosaur. No batteries 
required. Collect them all!  
5+ years
26,99$ each

Collect them all!

Compatible 
with popular 

brands!
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wow !
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Builder : Work bench  
63459600
A great introduction for children looking to get to grips with construction  
play with hammers, wrenches, screwdrivers and more. 3+ years
59,99$

Engineer Junior - RC Construction truck  
2019020
Once assembled, switch on the motor and drive the truck via radio control. 3+ years
39,99$

Flextreme - Discovery set  
892180902
Thanks to your creativity and the environment around 
you, you and your children will be able to make the 
most incredible circuit possible! 1 car included.  
4+ years
69,99$

Beyblade -  
Pro Series Battle Set 
465F2292AS0
Includes Beyblade Burst 
Pro Series Elite Champions 
Beystadium, 2 tops, 2 
launchers, 2 sticker sheets, 
and instructions. 8+ years
74,99$

Power Drill  
754RP001-SY
Features: 2 speed modes, 
rotating drill and 3 
interchangeable drill bits. 
Authentic drill sounds. 3+ years
29,99$

Power Jigsaw
754RP003-SY

 When you pull the trigger on the 
jigsaw, a little light will activate and 
the plastic jigsaw blade will actually 

move while producing authentic 
sounds. 3+ years

29,99$

Power Chainsaw  
754RP008-SY
This chainsaw produces fun realistic actions 
and sounds! 3+ years
44,99$

Radio  
control
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Craft & Beauty

Design Your Own  
Piggy Bank
36112785
You can design and redesign 
your own piggy bank with  
5 erasable chalk markers.  
8+ years
23,99$

10 projects!

So Bomb Bath 
Bomb Factory   
257222001
Includes decoration 
supplies and 
interchangeable molds 
to make different shapes 
and styles. 6+ years
49,99$

Studio Creator 2 - Video maker kit   
257872006
Everything you need to create your own amazing videos, a 
dimmable, 8 colour mode light ring with adjustable phone 
holder, desktop tripod and a green screen. 8+ years
64,99$

Artissimo - Scratch art-Horses & Unicorns   
824CREA014
10 pretty scratch boards thanks to the wooden tool included. 7+ years
29,99$

Aqua Paint-Watercolor painting set 
Flower & butterflies or Owls   
25731257 | 25731260
The special boards allow the paint to stay in the lines as you go, 
using the special paints included. 6+ years
17,99$ each

Sparkling unicorns and 
rainbows 
BJTT15081
Create a glittering world of unicorns 
and rainbows with sparkling molds and 
sparkling Tutti Frutti modelling dough.  
3+ years
16,99$

Dinosaur land 
BJTT14815
The kit includes a variety of accessories 
along with 3 pots of Tutti Frutti modelling 
clay. 3+ years
16,99$

Erasable markers!
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2600 beads!
Design your own  
metallic bracelets kit  
36112062
Make 24 bracelets. Keep them 
for yourself or share the look 
with friends. 8+ years
16,99$

Sketch&Design  
Make-Up Artist Set 
36112853
Includes: 30 Sketch Sheets, 1 Sticker Sheet,  
7 Eye colors, 2 Makeup applicators,  
6 Chromastix, Instructions. 6+ years
19,99$

Glitter Dip Nail Design Kit 
36113031
Includes: 10 press-on nails, 6 cosmetic 
glitters, 1 nail polish. 8+ years
16,99$

Nail Design Super  
Set-Neon & Pastel 
36112921
Your nails will reflect your 
emotions and your state 
of mind with all these 
possibilities. 8+ years
49,99$

Design your own 
Resin Hair Clips
36112789
This kit comes with 
everything you need 
to create real resin hair 
accessories. 8+ years
26,99$

My first cosmetic set
0015974KID
First make-up set, for the little ones 
who want to do like the big ones! 
3+ years
26,99$

Ultimate Bead Studio 
2571701
Includes: 2600 Beads, 120 Jump rings, 
8 colors of waxed cord and clear 
elastic cord. 8+ years
44,99$

Hair Chox-Color & Style Party Activity 
Kit 
36112952
Includes: 12 temporary, non-toxic hair chalk pens and  
12 butterfly shaped bobby pins. 8+ years
29,99$

Easy to wash!
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Hobbies & Science

2997$
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Colour Doodle 
Erasable  
Tablet 12’’ 
63481014
Upgrade your notes  
using this lightweight  
writing tablet with a  
colorful erasable 12’’ 
screen. 4+ years
19,99$

Art set 
25787075
This kit includes over  
130 different pieces to 
 keep your creativity alive.  
6+ years
54,99$

1000 pieces puzzle -  
Lama Drama Selfie 
32118117
24,99$

1000 pieces puzzle -  
Skylon Tower, Niagara Falls 
32119233
24,99$

1000 pieces puzzle -  
View from the island, Toronto
32119235
24,99$

Puzzle 7-in-1 -  
PAW Patrol Bundle
7676062902
Set of 7 puzzles: a 24 pieces 
metal effect puzzle, 4 x 48 
pieces puzzle, a 24 pieces 
in a lunch box puzzle and a 
48 pieces signature puzzle. 
4+ years
49,99$

Professional Studio - Pottery 
2015426CA
A real potter’s wheel specially adapted for 
children who will learn how to make a bowl,  
a pot or even a plate! 8+ years
69,99$

Woodburning  
kit 
63481003
Craft-minded older kids will 
enjoy the breadth of activities 
supplied in this Wood 
Burning Kit. 14+ years
44,99$

Paw Patrol Movie - Wood puzzle 7-in-1 
7676063953
7 Wood Puzzles Jigsaw Bundle (12-Pieces 16-Pieces 
24-Pieces) that fit neatly into storage box. 4+ years
23,99$

More than 130 pcs!

7 puzzles!
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Explosive Science 
2012161
Discover 15 fun explosive experiments: a 
bomb, a geyser, a rocket! 8+ years
39,99$

Mega Fluo & Glow  
15 activities 
2012162
Make slime and glow-in-the-
dark bouncy balls that glow at 
night. 8+ years
39,99$

Microscope 30 experiments 
201MS907B
One 23-cm microscope with lenses, 
colour filters and 3 magnifications:  
x200 / x600 / x1200. 8+ years
69,99$

150 Experiments  
Chemistry Lab
2018360
Achieve fun and only scientific 
experiments with everyday products 
such as salt, vinegar, flour... 12+ years
59,99$

Prehistoric World in a bucket
812AN2771
Includes: 60 pieces like 24 animals, 34 
accessories, 1 bucket with lid and handle. 
3+ years
45,99$

3D creature puzzle - 
T-Rex or Triceratops
32119182 | 32119183
Put together an extraordinary 3D 
cardboard puzzle by following 
the step-by-step instructions.  
6+ years
29,99$ each.

Discovery -  
Dino Mega Egg 
2012137
Dig four 3D dinosaur puzzles 
from the giant 20 cm plaster 
egg: Tyrannosaurus, Diplodocus, 
Stegosaurus and Styracosaurus.  
8+ years
36,99$

60 pcs!

Photorealistic
print!
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Time for action!

Porsche 911 GT3 RS Carry case
575205-8194
Large carry case for 9 cars.  
Vehicle length: 35 cm. 1 car included. 
3+ years
49,99$Porsche cars 5pcs set

575205-3171
Includes: 5 Porsche cars, including  
2 exclusive models. 3+ years
24,99$

RC Storm Spinner 1:16 21 cm
965110-4006
Rotation function: breakneck turns! Spin 
function: let it turn around its own axis without 
losing balance! Wheelie function: do a cool 
wheelie! 6+ years
54,99$

City Truck Carry 
Case 62 cm
965374-9034
Includes: 9 die-cast vehicles and 
accessories. Holds up to 42 cars. 
Truck length: 62 cm. 3+ years
59,99$

Dino Commander 
L&S 40 cm 1:24
965383-7024
It’s time to explore the 
wilderness with the Jeepster 
Commander, an action figure 
and great accessories.  
3+ years
49,99$

Adventure Travel L&S 22 cm 1:24
965383-4008
With the Adventure Travel set you’re perfectly 
equipped for trips into nature! Light and sound 
function. 3+ years
39,99$

Downhill Racing L&S  
25 cm 1:24
965383-4006
Light and sound effects. Includes: figure, 
E-bike and bike rack. 3+ years
39,99$

Rescue Team L&S 1:18
965371-5017
Light and sound effects!  
Scale 1: 18. 3+ years
49,99$

It Flips!
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Rustik-Foldable chess /
Fast slingpuck 2-in-1
BJR060115
Keep the case closed to play Chess, 
or open it up for Slingpuck.  
4+ years / 2 players
49,99$

GraviTrax - Element  
Power lever
26186
This action block, bring more 
possibilities, more challenges and 
more creativity to your GraviTrax 
circuits!. Starter Set required. 8+ years
49,99$

GraviTrax - Element 
Power elevator
26200
Automatically elevate marbles up 
to 2 levels high. The Elevator starts 
whenever a marble enters. Starter 
set required. 8+ years
49,99$

Go! Zone - Boxing set
25732134
Includes: 1x pair of kids boxing  
gloves, 1 height adjustable  
boxing bag with fillable base,  
1 spring loaded pole,  
1 air pump. 5+ years
69,99$

GraviTrax - Power starter set launch 
27013
Experience the power of gravity! Discover how the laws of 
physics affect the journey your marble takes with curves, 
junctions, freefalls and even a cannon. 8+ years
199,99$

Tabletop football game 
619MG30064
Goal! Lightweight and portable football game. 
Dimensions:  20x12x3”. 6+ years| 2 players 
39,99$

Tabletop air hockey game 
619MG-30062
A classic arcade game ideal for head-to-head 
matches with friends and family. Dimensions: 
20.4x12.4x4.3”.  6+ years | 2 players  39,99$

GraviTrax -  
Speed Starter Set
27412
This interactive track system and 
marble run, is made to design and 
build race tracks and experiment 
with gravity, magnetism, and 
kinetics to propel the ball to the 
finish. The open-ended building 
concept offers endless possibilities 
to design different tracks every 
time. 8+ years
159,99$ each

Punch &
Jab!

Goaaal!
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Game on!

My first memory - Vehicles
20878
Develop memory and concentration skills by 
finding matching vehicle tiles! 2+ years / 2 - 
4 players / 10 - 15 minutes
19,99$

Memory Baby Animals
20879
Find precious puppies, cuddly kittens, delightful  
ducklings in the classic game of picture matching!  
3+ years / 1-4 players / 15 min. 
19,99$

Game Cat & mouse
24558
What a feast! Slide through 
the cheese and enjoy every 
bite. Watch out—Max the 
Cat is on the prowl! Which 
mouse can eat the most in 
this cheesy chase? 3+ years 
| 2-4 players | 20 min.
34,99$

Labyrinth Pokémon
26949
Be the first to find all your characters by 
shifting the walls of the labyrinth to create 
a clear path. 7+ years | 2-4 players | 
20-30 minutes
39,99$

Labyrinth Jr. Spidey  
and friends
20894
Spider-Man, Spider-Gwen, Miles 
Morales, and their friends are lost in the 
labyrinth. Help find them by shifting the 
maze and moving along the paths.  
4+ years | 2-4 players
34,99$

Snail’s pace
22052
Six colorful garden snails 
are ready to race! Which 
snail will come in first and 
which will finish last?  
3+ years | 2-6 players | 
15 min.
29,99$

Colorino
20832
With this essential game, children play to 
complete fun silhouettes with large colored 
pawns and easy to fix on a large  
transparent support. 2+ years
29,99$

Funny Bunny
21558
Can you get your bunnies to the juicy carrot at  
the top of the hill? Avoid the obstacles and  
reach the carrot first to win!  
4+ years | 2-4 players | 20 min.
34,99$

Race to the top!

Don’t get caught by the cat!

Wooden 
snails!
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Zingo!
44007700
Bingo with a Zing! Slide the Zinger, make a 
match and fill your card to win! 
 4+ years | 2-6 players
29,99$

Villainous - Star Wars
60001946
Become an iconic Star Wars Villain! Use 
your sinister influence and unique abilities to 
manipulate events in your favor.  
10+ years | 2-4 players
59,99$

Dragon falls
76496
60 challenges.  
Beginner to Expert.  
8+ years | 1 player +
29,99$

Triazzles Pictures-Matching 
puzzles
76502
Triazzles offer a seemingly simple challenge: 
can you assemble the triangles within the frame 
so that all the pictures match? 8+ years
14,99$ each

Disney eye found it!
60001147
Explore 12 Disney realms and discover  
1000 hidden treasures! 4+ years
39,99$

Bugs in the Kitchen
21100
Turn the knives, spoons and forks to direct the 
HEXBUG® into your trap! Throw the die to see 
which of these utensils you can use to guide it. 
Whoever catches the most bugs wins!  
6+ years | 2-4 players | 15-20 minutes
39,99$

Enchanted 
Forest 
22292
Get ready for some 
fairy tale search-
and-find fun! Be the 
first player to find the 
treasures the king seeks 
and the kingdom is 
yours! 4+ years  
| 2-6 players
39,99$

Rush Hour 
76436
It will take more than a little skilled  
driving to get the red car out of this  
traffic jam – it will take brainpower.  
8+ years | 1 player
29,99$

Gravity Maze 
76433
This labyrinth of logic and 
gravity will challenge your 
visual perception and your 
reasoning faculty. 8+ years 
| 1 player | 10 minutes | 
60 challenges 
44,99$

Geologic World  
changing logic puzzle
76497
These planet formations are only partially finished, 
and it’s up to you to place the remaining Tiles in the 
right places! 8+ years | 1 player +
29,99$ each

Discover 
1000 hidden 

treasures!
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Doll OG -  
Frederika
743BD31381
Get ready for 
school day fun with 
Frederika!  
3+ years
49,99$

Let’s go walkLet’s go walk
the dogs!the dogs!

Hop onHop on
youryour

Skateboard!Skateboard!

Doll 
Cadence & 
Cookie
743BD31389
3+ years
69,99$

Doll Pet collection 
-Meagan
743BD31242
From playing with the ball, 
bone toy, and comb, to 
using the leash for long 
walks in the park, her 
loyal pup will always be 
happy and healthy.  
3+ years
69,99$

Doll OG Deluxe - 
Ollie Skater
743BD31333
Take skateboarding 
adventures to the limit  
with Ollie!  
3+ years
69,99$

Doll OG -  
Theodore
743BD31328
Visit the skatepark and 
perform cool tricks with 
Theodore! 3+ years 
49,99$

*The prices displayed are those valid at the time of printing until December 24th 2022 and are subject to change without notice. Only within the limits of available stocks.  
**Pictures for reference only. Any reproduction or modifications without authorisation is prohibited. Agence K.I.D. advertising.
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